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Introduction

Since 1996, the Lower Merion

Conservancy has collected and

analyzed a variety of physical,

chemical, and biological data

from Mill Creek and other area

streams in an effort to monitor

and assess the health of our

waterways. We focus our

research on Mill Creek for a

variety of reasons. Mill Creek,

named for the many mills that

were once located along its banks,

is a rich historical resource and is

also the township’s largest

stream. Furthermore, it is listed

as an ‘impaired waterway’ by the

Pennsylvania Department of

Environmental Protection and its

environmental issues are

representative of the other

streams in Lower Merion.

Every few years, we present this

data in the Mill Creek Report to

educate residents on the threats

facing Mill Creek. The last Mill

Creek Report, published in 2009,

revealed a declining community of

healthy stream life, continuing

streambank erosion, and high

levels of nitrates during the

growing season and chloride

during winter storms in Mill

Creek. In the same report, we

also compared our stream data to

that of other major tributaries of

the Schuylkill River all the way to

Pottstown and the results were

shocking—Mill Creek was near

the bottom of the list, alongside

streams suffering from acid mine

drainage, combined sewer

overflows, and other serious

threats.

In this report we will show that

Mill Creek’s health is continuing

to decline. Our data, collected by

our staff and dedicated volunteer

StreamKeepers, has shown that

Mill Creek continues to be

impacted by natural and man

made hazards. This edition of the

Mill Creek Report will provide an

indepth look into Mill Creek’s

most serious threat

—stormwater— and will include

the following major findings:

• Stream life in Mill Creek is

continuing to decline. Fewer

clean stream insects are being

found in Mill Creek and the

biological diversity of the insects

still present is decreasing. The

five most dominant aquatic

insects found in Mill Creek now

make up more than 97% of all the

insects found.

• Our streambanks are eroding at

alarming rates. Our most

upstream site has lost over five

inches of streambank in the last

three years. Healthy

streambanks are essential to

healthy streams – the more

streambanks erode, the more Mill

Creek is at risk.

• Nitrogen and chloride levels

continue to be a concern and in

some cases, exceed acceptable

levels. The presence of these

harmful chemicals can likely be

contributed to the increased use

of lawn fertilizers containing

nitrogen compounds and road

salt containing chloride.

• Stream temperatures and

dissolved oxygen conditions

remain detrimental to stream life

during critical times of the year.

Aquatic organisms, such as the

trout that are stocked in Mill

Creek, cannot survive the warmer

temperatures and the lower
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Volunteers collect chemical from data from Mill Creek.



oxygen levels present during the

summer months.

While our data has revealed an

overall downward trend in the

health of Mill Creek, we feel our

efforts to protect and restore it

have made some difference  but

there is much more work to do.

We as a community are at a

critical point. We have the

opportunity to make a difference

and save Mill Creek, whether it is

through action that we take on

our own property or by raising

awareness in our community.

As we rush forward into the

future and into a more developed

world, it is essential that we

become more aware of our

natural environment, become

better informed of its threats, and

educate ourselves about what can

be done to reduce and eliminate

these threats. Then, we must

take action as a community. As

you read through this edition of

the Mill Creek Report, consider

what the future holds for Mill

Creek and others in similar

condition in our community. It is

the rich history and beauty of our

natural environment that makes

our community so special, so we

must to continue to dedicate our

time and energy to preserving it.

Stormwater: An
Overflowing Problem

Stormwater runoff continues to

be the single largest threat to Mill

Creek and it has continued to

remain a serious problem.

Stormwater runoff is created

during precipitation events when

rain and snow melt enters our

streams through stormwater

drains or directly off of our roads,

parking lots, and the other

impervious surfaces near our

waterways. In recent years, we

have been experiencing

increasingly significant severe

storms. In the last four years

alone, the Philadelphia area has

had record amounts of rain and

some of the most damaging

storms in our region’s history.

In August 2009, three severe

storms cost Lower Merion a

combined total of approximately

$700,000 in damages, with

$200,000 alone in insurance
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Stormwater runoff enters Mill Creek through a storm drain at Ashbridge Memorial Park



claims stemming from damage to

our roads and other

infrastructure. In August 2011

alone, the Philadelphia area

received over nineteen inches of

rain — almost a third of the total

rainfall for that year. Each of the

last three years have tied for the

third most active hurricane

seasons in history, each bringing

record rainfalls and causing

severe damage to our area. The

most recent major storm,

Hurricane Sandy, cost

Montgomery County $3 million

and set records for daily rainfall

amounts with over five inches of

rain in the Philadelphia area in a

single day.

The two major hazards of

stormwater runoff are the

harmful pollutants it carries and

the sheer volume of water and the

rate at which it enters our

streams. Litter, chemicals, heavy

metals, and other pollutants

generated by human activity are

collected and carried to Mill Creek

during storm events. Manmade

drainage systems gather the

stormwater containing these

pollutants and effectively

transport the stormwater to Mill

Creek. However, while these

drainage systems reduce the

amount of flooding on our roads

and properties, they can turn

even small rainstorms into flash

floods by collecting and

concentrating this stormwater.

Although flash floods are

temporary, they have devastating

effects on streambanks and can

drastically change the natural

flow rates, temperatures, and

water chemistry that many

aquatic organisms depend on for

survival. In ideal conditions on

undeveloped land, stormwater is

able to infiltrate the ground,

allowing for many of the

pollutants to be removed before

they reach waterways. This

natural infiltration process also

reduces the volume and rate at

which stormwater enters

waterways. Forests have the
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Erosion worsens next to a culvert carrying stormwater runoff towards Mill Creek on Mill Creek Road.



greatest capacity to filter

water—making trees an important

part of our natural stormwater

management system.

Unfortunately, ideal conditions

do not exist here in Lower Merion.

Lower Merion remains the most

populated municipality in

Montgomery County, and

although Lower Merion has

developed strict requirements for

stormwater management on all

new development, approximately

30% of open space in Lower

Merion is impervious surface.

The combination of these

increasingly severe storms and

the amount of impervious surface

in Lower Merion has been

devastating to Mill Creek. Since

the last Mill Creek Report, we

have seen streambanks

continuing to erode at alarming

rates and the levels of harmful

pollutants continue to rise. The

vegetated streambanks that once

lined Mill Creek and helped to

slow and filter stormwater runoff

are being washed away inch by

inch. Streambank erosion is one

of the more obvious telltale signs

that Mill Creek is in danger,

however, there are several other

indicators within the stream itself

that are warning us that life in

Mill Creek is increasingly

stressed.

Stream Life: What Can It
Tell Us About Stream
Health?

The most detailed stream health

indicators are

macroinvertebrates, the tiny

aquatic animals including insects

that call Mill Creek home.

Macroinvertebrates are an

essential part of the aquatic

ecology in Mill Creek, serving as

the crucial link in the food chain

between the plants and algae they

eat and the larger organisms that

eat them. We study these

macroinvertebrates not only

because of their ecological

importance, but because they can

tell us a great deal about how

clean Mill Creek is.

By assessing the diversity and

population of the macro

invertebrates in Mill Creek, we are

able to assess the health of the

Mill Creek. Each

macroinvertebrate species has a

different pollution tolerance.

Some species, like aquatic worms,

can tolerate a great deal of

pollution, while others like

stoneflies and mayflies are more

sensitive to pollution. Unlike

some aquatic organisms,

macroinvertebrates cannot easily

move to avoid pollution. Because

of macroinvertebrates’ sensitivity

to pollution and their inability to

avoid it, their population data

provides us with an assessment of

Mill Creek’s longterm water

quality trends and the longterm

effects of stream degradation on

stream biology. This data is more

comprehensive and accurate than

basic chemical tests.

Each spring, Conservancy staff and
volunteers collect macroinvertebrate

samples from four sites along Mill
Creek. These samples are then taken
to our stream lab where, over the
next year, they are identified, sorted,
and counted. Using this data we
calculate macroinvertebrate diversity,
dominance, and a variety of other
population characteristics. In all, ten
biological metrics are calculated to
create Mill Creek’s MAIS, or
Macroinvertebrate Aggregated Index
for Streams. The MAIS is the
standard for calculating water quality
using biological data in streams.
Streams with MAIS scores between
13 and 20 are classified as good,
scores between 6 and 13 are
considered fair, and streams with
scores below 6 are considered to have
poor water quality.

Using the macroinvertebrate data
we’ve collected over the last 17 years,
we calculated Mill Creek’s MAIS
score (Figure 1). Mill Creek’s average
MAIS score is an alarming 5.1 and
has been declining for years. To get a
clearer of understanding of the
dangers facing Mill Creek, we once
again compared Mill Creek’s MAIS
score to other major tributaries of the
Schuylkill River. Using data collected
by Stroud Water Research Center, we
compared Mill Creek’s MAIS score to
the rest of the tributaries and Mill
Creek remains near the bottom. The
only other streams in the lowest
category are subject to severe
pollution sources like the acid mine
drainage found in the West Branch of
the Schuylkill River and the
combinedsewer overflows found in
the Wissahickon watershed.

Although the most current MAIS
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scores of the other tributaries have
not been calculated, it is clear from
our most recent data that Mill Creek
ranks far below the other tributaries
of the Schuylkill River and is showing
no signs of improvement.

A Shifting Population:
Dominated By Pollution
Tolerant Aquatic Life

Mill Creek’s water quality is

continuing to decline.

Furthermore, the macro

invertebrate population is

becoming increasingly dominated

by pollutiontolerant stream life.

To better understand the effects

of Mill Creek’s stream pollution

has on its macroinvertebrate

population, we utilize the

Hilsenhoff Biotic Index (HBI).

Each macroinvertebrate species is

assigned a value based on their

pollution tolerance. The higher

the number, the more pollution

tolerant the species is.

Unfortunately, as you can see

from Figure 2, the pollution

tolerance of Mill Creek’s

population has been steadily

increasing over the years.

Mill Creek’s macroinvertebrate

population is not only becoming

more pollution tolerant, it is also

becoming increasingly dominated

by just a few speices. Ideally, a

healthy population of

macroinvertebrates would contain

a balanced number of individuals

across the different species and

families present. In Mill Creek, a

large majority of the population is

made up of only a few
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Figure 1  One of the most telling graphs of the Mill Creek. Using macroinvertebrate data collected by Stroud Water Research Center, we

once again compared Mill Creek to 19 other tributaries of the Schuylkill River. Sadly, Mill Creek remains in the bottom six and falls with

the 'Poor' category. The other 5 tributaries in the 'Poor' category are susceptible to both acid mine drainage and combined sewer

discharge.



macroinvertebrate groups. Figure

3 reveals a macroinvertebrate

population that is becoming less

and less diverse over time. As

stormwater runoff continues to

degrade the waters of Mill Creek,

pollutionsensitive

macroinvertebrates are

disappearing, making room for

species that are highly tolerant of

the polluted waters of Mill Creek.

Mill Creek: Putting It To
The Test

In addition to the macro

invertebrate data we collect and

analyze each year, our

StreamKeepers routinely collect

physical and chemical

measurements at their respective

sites along Mill Creek. Some of

the samples our StreamKeepers

collect includes nitrate

and chloride levels, air and

stream temperatures, dissolved

oxygen content, pH levels,

and also physical measurements

such as depth and width of the

stream channel, stream flow

rates, and streambank erosion.

This data is invaluable to our

StreamWatch program, as it

allows us to paint a picture of

what is happening to Mill Creek

over time. This data shows that

water quality in Mill Creek is

poor. Our results are typical of

streams impacted by stormwater

runoff and demonstrate that our

land practices are having a

detrimental impact on our local

waterways.

Erosion: Slip Sliding Away

Streambank erosion is a

naturally occurring process,

allowing for waterways to remain

stable and change their course in

response to naturally occurring

changes in the landscape.

However, as the number of severe

storms have increased in recent

years, the amount of stormwater

runoff has also increased, causing

streambank erosion to occur at

alarming rates. The increased

streambank erosion has had

devastating effects on Mill Creek.

In general, erosion causes

sediment buildup within
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Figure 2  This Hilsenhoff Index graph reveals a declining population of healthy

macroinvertebrates in Mill Creek.

Figure 3  This pie graph illustrates the 'Top 5' macroinvertebrates found in Mill Creek.

The macroinvertebrate population is becoming increasingly dominated by pollutiontolerant

insects.



streams, degrading habitat and

making it unsuitable for fish and

other aquatic organisms. Erosion

also creates instability both along

the streambank and within the

stream channel itself. Eroding

streambanks means the loss of

streamside habitat for birds and

other streamside wildlife that are

important to the Mill Creek

ecosystem.

Vegetated streambanks, or

riparian buffers, generally

experience slower erosion rates

due to the ability of the root mass

of plants to hold together the soil

and absorb stormwater runoff.

In addition to the absorption of

stormwater runoff, streamside

vegetation is also able to filter out

harmful pollutants from

stormwater runoff before it is able

to enter Mill Creek. These plants

also provide shade for the stream

and help keep stream

temperatures at safe levels.

Over the last four years, the

large amount of stormwater

runoff entering Mill Creek during

recent intense storms has eroded

Mill Creek’s streambanks at some

of the fastest rates ever. Using

steel erosion rods strategically

placed into streambanks, our

StreamKeepers are able to

measure erosion rates by

monitoring the increasing

exposure of these rods.

During severe weather events,

the amount of stormwater runoff

has been so intense that entire

erosion rods have been lost

during storms. At our furthest

upstream site, erosion has

continued to be a serious

problem. As seen in Figure 4, an

erosion rod placed upstream has

revealed a loss of 5.2 inches in

just two years! The streambank

erosion at this site is clearly

visible to any passerby and is
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Figure 4  Our most upstream site has had significant erosion problems over the last decade. This site has lost nearly 20 inches of

streambank in just 10 years! Notice how the vegetated streambank lost only about half as much as the exposed bank, proving the benefits

of having a healthy riparian buffer on the stream.



forewarning of what Mill Creek

may look like if we do not take

action to repair our streambanks

and reduce the amount of

stormwater runoff entering Mill

Creek.

Temperature And
Dissolved Oxygen:
Changing With The
Seasons

Temperature and dissolved

oxygen are two other basic but

important indicators of Mill

Creek’s biological health. Oxygen

is more soluble in cold water, so

oxygen levels in Mill Creek

decrease as water temperatures

rise. This inverse relationship

between temperature and

dissolved oxygen content

naturally fluctuates on a daily

and seasonal basis. However, as

human activity and stormwater

runoff continues to increase

within the watershed,

temperatures and oxygen levels

reach levels that can be

hazardous to creek life.

Stormwater is often warmer

than the ambient water

temperature. Therefore when it

rains, stormwater can raise Mill

Creek’s temperatures, thus

reducing the amount of dissolved

oxygen available to organisms.

Also, many of the pollutants that

are carried to Mill Creek by

stormwater are broken down

using up the oxygen that aquatic

organisms depend upon to

survive. As stormwater runoff

continues to erode Mill Creek’s

vegetated streambanks, more

sunlight is able to reach surface

waters and cause an unnatural

increase in temperature.

Temperatures and oxygen levels

within Mill Creek are generally

suitable for aquatic life

throughout the year (Figure 5).

However, our data has revealed

that water temperatures are in

some cases exceeding acceptable

levels. The trout stocked in Mill

Creek do not survive the warmest

summer months, and as water

temperatures continue to rise,

these fish and other aquatic

organisms living in Mill Creek are

under increasing threat.

Stormwater runoff is largely

responsible for these rising water

temperatures, so it is our shared

responsibility to make every effort

possible to reverse this trend and

restore Mill Creek.

Nitrate And Chloride:
Assault In Our Streams

Two of the most prevalent

pollutants found in Mill Creek are

nitrate and chloride. Both nitrate

and chloride are byproducts of

human activity, e.g. lawn

fertilizers and road salt. These

pollutants are carried to Mill

Creek through stormwater runoff.

Nitrates are generally produced

for use in lawn fertilizers because

they are highly soluble and

biodegradable, which

unfortunately make them so

dangerous to Mill Creek.

Peak use of lawn fertilizers

occurs during spring and

summer. During rain events,

chemical components of fertilizers

are absorbed and transported by

stormwater into Mill Creek. While

nitrate and some of the other
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Figure 5  Water temperatures in Mill Creek at Black Rock Road during the summer months

reach dangerous levels for aquatic life.



chemical components are

biodegradable, they greatly

deplete the oxygen levels in the

water by spurring the aquatic

plants. Figure 6 reveals the

average nitrate levels at our four

main sites during the growing

season, when fertilizer use is at

its highest. On average, levels

belows 4 ppm are considered

acceptable in streams. Generally,

streams like Mill Creek have a

natural balance between aquatic

organisms and dissolved oxygen

content. When these pollutants

enter the stream, they lower the

amount of available oxygen

disrupt this natural balance.

Chloride also plays an

important role in the degradation

of Mill Creek’s water quality.

Chloride is used in combination

with other harmful chemicals in

the production of road salt.

Chloride, like nitrates, is highly

mobile and soluble and enters

Mill Creek through stormwater

runoff and groundwater

infiltration. Chloride does not

break down very easily in the

natural environment, and often

accumulates along streambeds.

Chloride also affects the natural

process of aquatic organisms to

regulate their water content, a

process known as osmo

regulation. Like many plants and

animals, aquatic organisms are

sensitive to changes in the

environment. When large

amounts of chloride enter Mill

Creek following snowstorms, we

have detected large chloride

spikes in the stream well above

what are considered healthy

levels. During rain events,

chemical components of fertilizers

are absorbed and transported by

stormwater into Mill Creek. While

nitrate and some of the other

chemical components are

biodegradable, they require a

large amount of oxygen to

decompose. Figure 7 reveals the

chloride levels at one site along on

Mill Creek.

Challenges

As you can see from the latest

data, the forecast for Mill Creek is

not optimistic. Nearly every

metric we use to calculate Mill

Creek’s health has revealed it is

on a downward trend. Mill

Creek’s macroinvertebrate

population is continuing to

decline and become less diverse,

its streambanks are continuing to

erode at alarming rates and

harmful pollutants continue to be
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Figure 6  Average nitrate levels during the growing season have been within acceptable

limits over the last four years.

Figure 7  We notice alarming levels of chloride in Mill Creek following significant snow

storms. This is likely due to the presence of road salts on our roads.
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a persistent presence in its

waters. All of these can be

directly attributed to one source—

stormwater.

For as long as we have

monitored Mill Creek, stormwater

has been the major problem for

Mill Creek. Stormwater has

increased over the last several

decades as land in Lower Merion

has been developed, and within

the last few years the severe

storms that have passed through

Lower Merion have exemplifed

just how serious this problem is.

The stormwater runoff generated

by these storms has decimated

Mill Creek, tearing away its

streambanks, filling its waters

with sediment and harmful

pollutants that suck the oxygen

from its waters. As a community,

we must face the fact that we are

playing a larger part in the

problem than we are in the

solution. Mill Creek has always

experienced storms, but we have

helped to concentrate the impacts

of these storms.

Fortunately, we have been

taking steps in the right direction.

Lower Merion Township has

recognized the serious problem

stormwater causes to our natural

environment and has

implemented provisions and

requirements that must be met

for new and redevelopment

within the township. With the

exception of stormwater, Lower

Merion does not permit any other

discharges into Mill Creek.

However, we all must do our

part.

As residents, we must take

action on our own properties. We

can construct rain gardens and

install rain barrels on our

properties, use only the necessary

amounts of road salts on our

roads and driveways, refrain from

applying lawn fertilizers prior to

forecasted rain events, and

engage in a variety of other simple

yet effective practices that reduce

the amount of pollution and

stormwater runoff we generate.

The Conservancy seeks to

develop existing partnerships and

develop new relationships with

groups and individuals look

ing to play a role in combating our

stormwater problem. The

Conservancy has partnered with

Lower Merion on a variety of

stream stabilization projects,

including those in Shortridge

Memorial Park,

Ashbridge

Memorial Park, and

West Mill Creek

Park. We continue

to work with Lower

Merion as an

advisory body on

many open space

and conservation

projects. We also

offer an

Environmental

House Call

program for

residents facing

stormwater

issues or simply looking to

improve their environmental

awareness on their own

properties.

Rushing Forward

The Conservancy is dedicated to

tackling the challenges of

stormwater runoff and any other

threats that present themselves to

Mill Creek and the rest of the

natural environment. Through

the following efforts we have

maintained a successful

commitment to protecting the

environment:

• We continue to operate our

successful Environmental House

Call Program. Through this

program, we continue to educate

homeowners throughout Lower

Merion on how to manage

stormwater on their properties

and how to become more

environmentally conscious.

Sandy Drayer and Norah Goldfine look for macroinvertebrates in

Mill Creek during our annual surber census.



• We continue to operate our

StreamWatch program and the

dedicated volunteers that serve as

its backbone. With the

publication of this report and its

subsequent review, we will be

growing the program to meet the

needs identified in this report.

• We have assisted Lower Merion

in a variety of streambank

stabilization projects. We played

an important role in the 2002

stream stabilization project in

Ashbridge Memorial Park, the

2007 stream stabilization project

in West Mill Creek Park, and the

ongoing stream stabilization

project in Shortridge Memorial

Park which began in 2009.

• We serve as an advisory body

to local governing bodies as they

develop comprehensive and

master plans throughout Lower

Merion and Narberth.

• We remain the community’s

leader for stream education,

getting more people into the

stream than any other

organization. We offer a variety of

educational opportunities to

schools, community groups, and

residents that directly connect

them to the natural environment.

As we rush forward and prepare

to face the next series of

environmental challenges, we

must become more proactive. We

need to enhance our

StreamWatch program to

strengthen our fight against

stormwater runoff. We will

identify priority areas in Lower

Merion where stormwater runoff

is of greatest concern, and

continue to educate homeowners

and raise community awareness

on stormwater management

issues.

Stormwater runoff affects the

entire community, so we must

come together and concentrate

our efforts to combat it. The

Conservancy is committed to

achieving these goals and solving

these issues, but we cannot do it

alone. As a homeowner, there are

several steps you can take. You

can become a member and join

the Conservancy’s efforts, install

rain gardens and rain barrels on

your property, be more conscious

of your use of lawn fertilizers and

road salts, or volunteer your time

through StreamWatch.

Get involved in
StreamWatch

StreamWatch is the flagship of

our conservation program and it

is through StreamWatch that we

achieve our goals and solve

environmental issues. We have

been monitoring the health of the

natural environment in Lower

Merion and Narberth since 1974,

and our data and methods have

only improved since then. We

have increased the number of our

testing sties and increased the

range of tests we conduct as well.

Our StreamWatch program has

always adapted to the changing

environment in which we live,

and we strive to continue to

improve the program each year.

StreamWatch relies on

volunteers to collect data from

Mill Creek and its neighboring

streams. In the spring,

Conservancy staff and volunteers

join together to collect

macroinvertebrates on our annual

Surber Census Day. Volunteers

and staff then spend the next year

in the lab analyzing this data.

The heart and soul of our

StreamWatch program are our

StreamKeepers in the field and in

the lab, the dedicated volunteers

who spend their valuable time

collecting stream data for us. Our

StreamKeepers range from middle

school students to adults that

work fulltime, and their

backgrounds and experience are

equally wideranging. While we

have 14 stream monitoring sites

throughout Lower Merion, only a

handful are currently being

monitored by our StreamKeepers.
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